Xerox® Rialto® 900 Inkjet Press

Small. Simple. Scalable. A press that makes it easier to enter production inkjet.

**Small.**
At 15’1” long, the base Rialto 900 is the world’s smallest, fully integrated narrow web inkjet printing solution.

**Simple.**
Key technologies have been simplified, making it easier to get started with production inkjet – and thrive.

**Scalable.**
Adding capability – like dynamic inline perforation and a second stacker – makes it easy to grow when the time is right.

Small footprint and single-pass duplex printing give it the greatest productivity per square inch in its class.

**SMALL:** Get more per square foot/meter.
- Length: 21’14” (6.44 m)
- Depth: 5’1” (1.5 m)
- Height: 5’3” (1.6 m)

An integrated web roll and a print engine with integrated perforation, cutting and stacking all combine to save valuable floor space.

**SIMPLE:** Load paper in minutes.
- An integrated splicing table, web cleaner and web guide let you swap rolls in a matter of minutes.

**SIMPLE:** Extend print head life.
- Clear Pixel Technology maximizes head life and image quality and is fully automated.

**SIMPLE:** Maximize quality with aqueous ink.
- Specially formulated HD (High Density) Pigment Inks maximize image quality and permanence on a wide variety of substrates and media weights without the need for costly priming solutions.

**SIMPLE:** Run with “green button” simplicity.
- A touch screen interface makes job submission and press management easy, intuitive and efficient.

**SCALABLE:** Keep the work flowing.
- Dynamic inline perforation lets you run cross and linear perforations that vary from page to page.

**SCALABLE:** Run unique perforation patterns.
- A Dual High Capacity Stacker option enables an additional 4000 sheets of stacked output inline, boosting capacity and printer productivity without adding complexity.

Rialto’s small footprint and single-pass duplex printing give it the greatest productivity per square inch in its class.

**SCALABLE:** Run unique perforation patterns.

Visit us online and learn more about the Xerox Rialto 900.
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